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Tom Bunk!  Tom Bunk is probably best known for his HILARIOUS art in MAD
Magazine and Garbage Pail Kids trading cards.  I'm a SUPER fan of Tom Bunks

work, and feel he is one of the BEST humor illustrators alive!  Be sure to check
out all his AMAZING art!
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Along with Mark Newgarden and Art Spiegelman (creators of
Garbage Pail Kids), Tom Bunk created one of the GREATEST nursery
rhymes spoof books of all time!  Unfortunatly this book was never

published......Why oh Why! didn't this book come out!!!









Garbage Pail Kids! Probably the most popular of Tom Bunks work
were his fantastic Garbage Pail Kids creations!  In addition to the

FANTASTIC art on the front of the card, Tom Bunk, also created much of
the WONDERFUL art on the backs of the cards starting with series 1.













Wacky Packages! Another
HILARIOUS trading card
series of masterpieces
were Wacky Packages.
Bunks spoof on popular

products combine
HILARIOUS name spoofs

along with FANTASTIC
artwork!







One of my FAVORITE of Bunks styles of work are his SUPER detailed group
pieces.  Hundreds of characters, HILARIOUS gags and beautifully rendered

craziness!  I've posted some of my FAVORITES in this section (zoom in to see
full detail!) and I've also created a video (link above) that details these

WONDERFUL masterpieces!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrt0IlHHhQY

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrt0IlHHhQY










MAD Comics!  Along with his many contributions to MAD
magazine, some of my favorites are Bunk's comics!  HILARIOUS

and GROSS, plus FANTASTIC art equal PERFECTION!!











Interviews!  I was lucky enough to get two GREAT interviews with
Tom Bunk.  One short written interview in this section.  There is also

one where I was lucky enough to visit Tom Bunk's studio and talk
about his WONDERFUL art (link to video above)!  Be sure to check out

both GREAT interviews.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghOnsktt5Lo

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghOnsktt5Lo


1.... who are your favorite artists?

Bosch, Basil Wolverton, Will Elder, Jacovitti,

Picasso and many more

2.... do you offer workshops for artists?

no



3.... what helps boost your

creativity?

good mood

4.... what medium and tools

do you use to create art?

Paper,Ink,watercolor, acrylic

and oil- no computer yet ....



5.... what helps you

maintain focus and

motivation when creating?

enjoying the working and

listening to the radio

6.... do you feel its

important to follow your

passion in your career?

thats most important,there

is nothing else



8.... where can people see your

work (online, conventions or

exhibits)?

MAD magazine, GPK

cards,Schoolbooks for science,

www.bunkart.blogspot.com,

google

7.... what is the secret to

creating a great piece of art?

no idea, just follow your

instinct and do the best you

can



10.... if you could give other

artists one piece of advice

what would it be?

love what you do.

9.... was there a certain

moment that you knew you

wanted to be an artist?

from the start as a child.


